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changing 
conversations:
V A L U E S  D R I V E N  E S T A T E  P L A N N I N G  A N D  
T H E  R O L E  O F  D I S C R E T I O N A R Y  T R U S T S

In light of the permanent increase in the gift, estate and generation-skipping tax exemptions 

under the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (currently $5,250,000 with inflation 

adjustments in subsequent years), going forward many clients will not require tax planning. 

Advisors are now in a unique position to reconsider the fundamental purpose of an estate 

plan, the role of discretionary trusts within a values driven plan and the changing conver-

sations required to properly draft them. These new conversations likely will engage clients 

to a much greater degree than a recitation of overly technical tax minimization techniques  

ever did and allow us to return to the primary objective of planning: to provide for loved 

ones and/or establish a legacy for family, friends and, in some cases, charity. After all,  

protection of one’s family, the maintenance of a standard of living for a spouse and children, 

the ability to afford educational opportunities to selected individuals, the preservation of 

a family business, or the opportunity to give back to society in the form of charitable gifts 

always have been the real goals of our clients.
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Through these new conversations, we will learn more about our clients’ beliefs and 
biases surrounding wealth transfer, which in turn will help us clarify contradictions in 
their thinking and strike the delicate balance between protection and control through the 
use of discretionary trusts. For example, does the client view the transfer of wealth as a 
protection of future generations against destitution or as a mechanism for crippling future 
generations by eradicating a work ethic? Or is it something in between these extremes? 
We also are more likely to uncover existing or potential conflicts and dysfunctions within 
the family unit if we are discussing a client’s values rather than tax savings. By being aware 
of these issues upfront, an estate planner’s drafting can become more nimble and more 
client- and family-specific, and can facilitate the preservation of family wealth while 
affording trustees flexibility to meet the family’s needs.

PROTECTING FAMILY AND PRESERVING WEALTH
Of course, trusts will still remain the cornerstones to fulfilling our clients’ core goals of 
protecting family members and preserving family wealth. No estate plan can anticipate 
every contingency so flexibility within documents is essential. Yet all too often, trusts and 
wills contain boilerplate language with “standards” for distribution of income or principal 
that typically place some degree of discretion in the judgment of trustees or other advisors. 
These standards are based upon tax concepts and are intended to keep trusts out of the 
estates of beneficiaries for federal tax purposes. Hence the classic “ascertainable” health, 
education, support and maintenance standard or some variation thereof sanctioned by 
regulations may be inserted without any real analysis. With fewer assets subject to estate tax, 
movement away from tax definitions and “jargon” is probably appropriate. Conversely, 
where a corporate or other independent trustee is acting, “best interests and welfare” may 
be inserted without thorough discussion with the clients as to the meaning of these terms. 
At best, trustees may have have limited guidance based upon tax law concepts (which no 
longer apply in many cases), scholarly treatises and judicial decisions.  

Over the years, we also have seen the use of “sole discretion” in trusts and wills, which 
grants trustees almost unlimited discretion in making distributions. Its availability, at 
times, may have eliminated the need for any broader discussions with clients regarding the 
purposes of trusts or the clients’ wealth transfer goals. Its use with no further elaboration 
has afforded little, if any, guidance to the trustee after the fact regarding the client’s motives 
for creating the trust in the first place. 

Incentive trusts additionally have received considerable attention over the last 20 years. 
Yet as numerous studies and articles have detailed, this type of trust, designed to encourage 
specific behaviors, has proven difficult to administer and rarely achieves the grantor’s 
desired goals to motivate beneficiaries to become educated, financially successful and 
philanthropic, to instill values such as thrift and hard work, or simply to stop a beneficiary 
from “blowing an inheritance.”  

STARTING THE CONVERSATION
In the end, artful drafting in discretionary trusts that moves beyond largely inapplicable 
tax concepts to customized language reflecting the client’s values should become the 
new norm. Where do we start? Very few estate plans today contain statements of intent, 
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yet engaging clients in conversations about them can provide planners and trustees 
important insights into a client’s intentions in executing the wealth transfer plan. After 
all, a well-drafted statement of intent not only sets forth our clients’ goals for wealth 
transfer, it may also advise on the overall purposes of the estate plan and any trusts, 
offer a description of how trustees were selected and provide guidelines to the trustees 
for exercise of the trustee’s discretion, and include other provisions appropriate to the 
client’s specific situation.  

With the client’s statement of intent as a starting point, we may want to discuss with 
clients whether discretionary trusts are intended for primary or supplemental support of 
the beneficiaries. If the intent is to create a perpetual trust that benefits multiple generations, 
a client should consider offering a statement that preservation and enhancement of the 
family wealth is the primary goal, with discretionary distribution language included to allow 
for flexibility and to address unforeseen circumstances. If the client expects beneficiaries 
to be gainfully employed and self-sufficient, expression of this expectation in the trust is 
likely to be an imperative. Similarly, if the primary goal is to maintain the trust for future 
generations, greater consideration might be given to stating anticipated ranges for recurring 
distributions (such as 3-4% of the value of the trusts over the prior three years). 

While certain familiar standards still can be incorporated, we should review with our 
clients in detail what the client intends to encompass within those definitional terms and 
how these terms advance the client’s goals for the family. Does “support” or “maintenance” 
of a beneficiary include support of a spouse and descendants including those who are legal 
adults? Since use of terms such as “dependents” can be interpreted as minor children only, it 
is beneficial to inquire whether the client wants to include as “dependents” parents or other 
family members who may rely upon a beneficiary for support. If so, this intention needs to 
be properly recorded within the document. If a proposed distribution does not fit within 
the standard, loans to beneficiaries are often proposed as an alternative for a down payment 
on a home or to fund a business. A trustee’s ability to make loans from a trust can be practical,  
and a specific grant of loan authority in the trust should be considered to facilitate any 
intent of the grantor in this regard. To provide for maximum flexibility, such personal loans 
to beneficiaries should probably not be subject to a “prudent investment” standard and 
perhaps should not require commercially reasonable terms for repayment.    

DISCuSS THE DETAILS
Trusts often do not address whether distributions can be made to enable a beneficiary 
to make charitable gifts, annual exclusion gifts or medical and tuition payments to other 
family members. What about gifts to utilize the beneficiary’s gift and estate tax exemptions?  
Given the increased exemptions, it would be highly advisable for advisors to address clients’ 
intent to allow or prohibit distributions to beneficiaries for tax planning. While the 
practice has often been to permit distributions for tax planning where the standards 
are broad (“best interests and welfare”), a specific discussion of distributions for tax 
planning is almost always advisable, particularly in the marital trust context. In addition, 
clients need to consider whether to permit distributions to provide for the support of a 
beneficiary’s surviving spouse after the beneficiary’s death where the spouse is not a 
beneficiary of the trust. For example, should distributions be permitted to fund life 
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insurance on the life of the beneficiary, which would be payable to the surviving spouse 
to assist with his or her living expenses after the beneficiary’s death?  

The language used in educational trusts, likewise, needs to be reviewed carefully with 
clients.  Clients need to weigh what level of education is desirable for beneficiaries and 
whether post-graduate education should be included. Does education include travel to and 
from school or a car, programs abroad, a laptop or spending money? Should a beneficiary 
be able to obtain multiple degrees or be limited to a single undergraduate and/or graduate 
degree? What about certification or licensing or online programs? Must a trustee consider 
the impact of distributions for elementary and secondary private schooling in light of college?  

Trustees also frequently see educational trusts established for beneficiaries of multiple 
family branches with almost no guidelines as to what is covered and whether limits 
should be put in place to ensure a basic level of education for the entire class of beneficiaries. 
What is the likelihood that the trust could be exhausted before all beneficiaries have 
completed their education? Must the parents’ resources be considered or even depleted 
before a distribution is made? Clients should weigh whether to define their class of 
beneficiaries narrowly and if the trust should be administered like a scholarship fund, for 
example, where academic history, extracurricular activities and volunteer work are factors 
to be considered. Should requests be precluded after a beneficiary attains a specified age 
such as 25 or 30? Conversely, trustees sometimes administer educational trusts where the 
requirements for receipt of distributions (such as the maintenance of a “B average”) or the 
class of potential qualifying educational institutions are so limited that the trust is unlikely 
to meet the client’s goal of affording educational opportunities to beneficiaries. If, for 
example, only four-year institutions affiliated with a particular religious order constitute the 
permissible class of “qualified institutions” under the trust, many intended beneficiaries 
could be foreclosed from pursuing an education if their goal were to attend a trade school, 
large public university or other specialized program.

Similarly, clients need to consider what the term “health” is to encompass because too often 
its incorporation in documents is not sufficiently instructive for trustees. Can the trustee 
pay medical insurance premiums for the beneficiary and the beneficiary’s spouse and/or 
children? This question may become more significant under health care reform. What about 
procedures or treatment that while beneficial to a beneficiary are not medically necessary? 
Is cosmetic surgery always excluded? In some cases the line between reconstructive and 
cosmetic surgery can be blurry. If the intention is to provide beneficiaries with in-home care, 
the client should make this intention clear and address whether these distributions should 
continue even if it will result in exhaustion of the trust at the client’s death with no remainder 
for family members. Clients also need to think about whether they want a beneficiary to be 
required to take full advantage of all government or employer provided insurance coverage 
before requesting funds from the trust for medical coverage. 

SPELLING IT OuT
Including examples can be extremely helpful to trustees, as long as they do not appear as 
lists which can be interpreted as exhaustive or limiting. For example, a discussion of the 
grantor’s view on what a “reasonable” lifestyle or an “excessive” lifestyle encompasses would 
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be valuable for trustees. Examples also should address priorities among beneficiaries both 
concurrent and successive. For instance, does the spouse always have priority, especially 
where there are descendants from a prior marriage? Should children always receive priority 
over grandchildren?  Is equality among family branches important to the client?        

Well-drafted discretionary trusts should also expressly discuss if, how and what 
resources a trustee should consider before making a distribution to a beneficiary. Ideally, 
resources should be broken down to distinguish income from assets. Often beneficiaries 
object to providing financial statements or copies of tax returns to a trustee. In order to 
ameliorate the potential frustration of beneficiaries, clients should consider specifying 
whether or not the trustee is allowed to accept a beneficiary’s signed personal statement  
of income and assets as evidence of external sources of funds. 

Additionally, trustees frequently encounter standards that reference an “accustomed 
standard of living” but receive no guidance regarding what that encapsulates. To avoid 
uncertainty, the trust investment itself should probably detail the family’s accustomed 
standard of living, as well as the client’s expectations and desires for the lifestyle of his or 
her spouse, children and grandchildren. Are lavish vacations and cultural activities part 
of the family’s lifestyle? Should distributions be made for weddings, down payments on 
first homes, private clubs, household help or business ventures?  

CHARTING ONE’S LIFE COuRSE
The drafting of trusts, especially of discretionary distribution provisions, has always been 
critically important to achieving clients’ missions in executing estate plans. Unfortunately, 
in recent years, tax planning too often has superseded the fundamental aspects of an 
estate plan.  Charles Collier, author of Wealth in Families, sums it up nicely: “The highest  
and best purpose of the estate planning process is, for me, to facilitate the effective transfer 
of an appropriate amount of financial assets to succeeding generations of family members 
in a way that will improve their life course.” By repositioning our conversations with clients  
from tax avoidance to development of a client’s legacy, we should be well prepared to address 
any current and future changes occurring in the world of estate planning. Equally important, 
we will afford ourselves the opportunity for a whole new level of engagement with our 
clients by becoming active participants in defining and protecting the personal and family 
values recorded in their wealth transfer plan.

 “Changing Conversations” is a series of articles authored by Northern Trust thought leaders from across the country 

intended to present unique perspectives on the new trends and approaches to wealth transfer planning resulting from 

the myriad of recent tax law changes. Our goal remains to provide fellow advisors with our best insights on topics – some 

familiar, some not – and to foster and enrich new conversations with clients as we work together to chart a course 

through often unfamiliar waters. Please contact us to continue the discussion offered in any of these pieces or to provide 

your feedback.
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Q 31866 (5/13)

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To the extent that this communication or any attachment 
concerns tax matters, it is not intended to be used and cannot be used by a taxpayer for the 
purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by law. For more information about 
this notice, see http://www.northerntrust.com/circular230.

LEGAL, INVESTMENT AND TAX NOTICE: This information is not intended to be and 
should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax advice. Readers, including 
professionals, should under no circumstances rely upon this information as a substitute 
for their own research or for obtaining specific legal or tax advice from their own counsel.
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